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Abstract  
This article considers the charge that citizens of developed societies are complicit in 
large-scale harms, using climate destabilisation as its central example. It contends that 
we have yet to create a lived morality – a fabric of practices and institutions – that is 
adequate to our situation. As a result we participate in systematic injustice, despite all 
good efforts and intentions. To make this case, the article draws on recent discussions 
of Kant’s ethics and politics. Section I considers Tamar Schapiro’s account of how 
otherwise decent actions can be corrupted by others’ betrayals, and hence fall into 
complicity. Section II turns to discussions by Christine Korsgaard and Lucy Allais 
which highlight how people can be left without innocent choices if shared frameworks 
of interaction do not instantiate core ideals. Section III brings these ideas together in 
order to make sense of the charge of complicity in grave collective harms and 
addresses some worries that the idea of unavoidable complicity may raise.  
 
The social creation of morality and complicity in collective 
harms: a Kantian account 
This article considers the charge of complicity in cases of collective action, as 
opposed to cases familiar from legal contexts. My central example will be climate 
change or, as I shall shortly explain, climate destabilisation. I also want to keep in 
mind other cases of large-scale harms and wrongs, such as factory farming and 
economic systems that rely on inhuman labour practices.  
Clear discrepancies between collective harm cases and legal complicity might make 
us wonder whether we should even use the same word. In the legal cases, there has to 
be a crime and a principal before there can be an accomplice. There is a legislature 
and courtroom to define and adjudicate the crimes. In the collective action cases, there 
are just a lot of accomplices, or at least, no clear principals. In the case of climate 
destabilisation, the persons who have the strongest interest in bringing the charge 
against us are powerless and voiceless, because they are still children or yet to be 
born. As Bill McKibben (2012) puts it: 
Since all of us are in some way the beneficiaries of cheap fossil fuel, 
tackling climate change has been like trying to build a movement against 
yourself – it’s as if the gay-rights movement had to be constructed entirely 
from evangelical preachers, or the abolition movement from slaveholders.1 
In other words, we have to act as our own judge and jury – without a victim to accuse 
us, without any recognised authority to define or deal with the matter. At the same 
time, in terms of the harms created, we have a crime without parallel. Standard ways 
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of talking do not capture the gravity of the case: ‘global warming’ or ‘climate change’ 
may be accurate so far as they go, but do not register the central problem – the 
destabilisation of the earth’s climate, such that we can expect rapid loss of agricultural 
capacity and habitable land, hence massive attempts at population movement and 
massive starvation. This happens at a point in history when the planet’s human 
population has reached or exceeded its sustainable limit and when we have already 
radically degraded the biosphere. Unless human beings marshal a will to cooperate 
hitherto unknown and presently unimaginable, the result will be immiseration and 
death on scales hitherto unknown and presently unimaginable. And it is now several 
decades since anyone could claim, in good faith, that there is meaningful doubt about 
the matter. Whatever the uncertainties and ‘unknown unknowns,’ none hold a candle 
to the immensity of the risks and the gravity of the changes already occurring. 
The disconnect between this situation and our everyday lives also strains imagination 
to breaking point. In terms of what each of us contributes, by using air travel or 
driving a car or simply by relying on our energy systems, we have actions that: are 
perfectly socially acceptable, endorsed by conventional morality and encouraged by 
our established institutions; are undertaken with no intent to cause harm and make no 
discernible difference to the overall disaster;2 and are not even possible to avoid, so 
long as one remains an active member of our societies. Moreover, it is fatally unclear 
that there is anything that most of us, as individuals,3 could do that would make a 
difference for the better.4 
Having emphasised the disanalogies with the legal case and the gravity of my central 
example, I still want to suggest that there is a key commonality, such that the term 
‘complicity’ remains apt. In the legal cases, we can certainly say that the accomplice 
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provides moral support for criminal conduct. This is true regardless of whether he 
provided material aid, regardless of whether his actions were actually a causal factor 
in the crime committed by the principal, and notwithstanding the fact that moral 
support alone would not justify a criminal charge. Similarly, I think we can locate 
everyday complicity in collective harm cases, not in consequentialist terms of the 
difference our actions make or might make, but rather in terms of our moral support. 
This will sound odd, and not just because the consequences are so severe. Many of us 
are quite conscious in not intending to give such support; some of us actively support 
measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions or combat other collective harms; a few 
people, who will be the heroes of later times if historical memory is still possible, 
have dedicated their lives to opposing this planetary vandalism. Nonetheless, I will 
suggest that those of us who live in or actively cooperate with the world’s ‘developed 
societies,’ and hence participate in these deadly forms of social and economic 
organisation, thereby lend moral support to a radically inadequate structure of 
interaction.5 We participate in a lived morality that implicates us in enormous harms 
and closes off the possibility of ‘innocent’ participation in our societies and, thus far, 
of successful challenge. 
To develop this case, I draw on some recent interpretations of Kant. Kant’s non-
consequentialism offers a first hint that he can help us understand complicity in cases 
where our actions do not, as is sometimes said, ‘make a difference.’ But we often read 
Kant in terms of an individualistic model of action, which seems less promising. If 
what counts is willing compliance with the moral law, then presumably the good will 
can simply refuse complicity. On another reading, however, Kant understands action 
not as a matter of individual intentionality, nor (of course) of its consequences, but 
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rather as a way of joining with others to impose a moral structure on our lives 
together. Again: we tend to think of Kantian morality as given a priori in the structure 
of reason. But the metaphors of ‘groundwork’ and construction, as well as Kant’s 
later political and religious works, suggest another reading. Our lives involve a whole 
fabric of identities and roles, relationships and practices, organisations and systems; 
we rely on and sustain these through our daily activities and participation; we 
sometimes take individual and collective initiatives to reform practices and 
institutions. Philosophical groundwork laid, this reading of Kant emphasises the 
immense task that remains: to construct social practices that realise more abstract 
principles – and in particular, do not inflict systematic injustice.6 
Taking note of massive collective harms, my claim is that we have yet to create a 
morality that is adequate to our situation. To put the point paradoxically: our morality 
is an immoral one. We know that it will not do; we do not know how to do better; by 
our continued participation, we continue to uphold that morality, notwithstanding our 
avowed values and intentions. By making – and thereby accepting, since we are our 
own judge and jury here... – the charge of complicity, we take a small step to 
withdraw the moral support that is enacted by our continued participation, our 
effective toleration and endorsement of our social systems. I will close by admitting 
that this understanding of complicity can easily degenerate into mere hand-wringing, 
unless it spells real willingness and determination to participate in change. I do not 
mean it as a claim of universal or equal guilt, either.7 For one thing, there are surely 
degrees of culpability – from determined attempts to extract the last vestiges of fossil 
fuels to denialism to everyday consumer profligacy. For another, I do not see the 
charge of complicity as one of guilt, exactly. The charge concerns participation in 
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grave injustice. But the gravity of the situation partly consists in the lack of 
opportunities to avoid participation. As such, our standard categories for 
understanding and handling retrospective responsibility do not serve us well. Neither 
theoretically nor practically do notions of guilt or blame or punishment or 
compensation or apology seem apt. At the same time, pleas of innocence ring hollow. 
This is not just happening; we are doing this. 
The article is in three sections. In section I, I discuss Tamar Schapiro’s account of 
how otherwise decent actions can be corrupted by others’ betrayals, and hence fall 
into complicity. In section II, I turn to two related discussions by Christine Korsgaard 
and Lucy Allais. These highlight how people can be left without innocent choices if 
shared frameworks of interaction do not instantiate core ideals. In section III, I bring 
these ideas together in order to make sense of the charge of complicity in collective 
harm cases such as climate destabilisation. 
I 
We all know the most famous discussion of Kant’s that raises the problem of 
complicity. It is close to the one-to-one scenarios familiar from the courtroom. Kant 
asks whether I should tell the truth to a would-be murderer at the door, asking whether 
his would-be victim is at home.8 If the example sounds far-fetched, we might recall 
that anyone sheltering Jews in war-time Amsterdam risked this dilemma on a daily 
basis. To common sense morality, truth-telling might look like complicity. But for 
Kant, all that matters is that I do the right thing: tell the truth. Others must do as they 
will; their actions are their responsibility, not mine. While there are various ways of 
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drawing the sting from Kant’s claims,9 I will focus on Tamar Schapiro’s extended and 
subtle discussion. 10  By emphasising how normative structures are sustained in 
interaction, Schapiro makes sense of complicity in Kant’s one-to-one example in a 
way that illuminates the collective harm cases. 
In the first instance, Schapiro aims to acknowledge the force of Kant’s deontology – 
the idea that there are moral principles that we should not give up every time we see 
that they might lead to undesirable consequences. At the same time, she explains why 
his own answer was radically inadequate – both in the sense that telling the truth 
would indeed amount to complicity, and in the sense that it does not reflect deeper 
insights available on his own theory. Her discussion shows how moral activity is 
fundamentally a form of participation with others. No one will dispute the practical 
point, that morality involves cooperating to sustain central relationships and achieve 
worthwhile goals. On Schapiro’s reading of Kant, there is also a deeper theoretical 
sense in which this is true. Morality is about defining and sustaining modes of 
participation that realise ideals. One way of putting this would be to note Kant’s 
kingdom of ends formula – ‘act in accordance with the maxims of a member giving 
universal laws for a merely possible kingdom of ends.’11 Kant’s own formulation may 
seem simply hypothetical: no individual agent can create this kingdom, so it is always 
‘merely possible’ so far as the individual is concerned. At the same time, the task is 
clearly unconditional: to lend such a structure to our interaction.12 
In the murderer at the door case, Schapiro points out that following a normal rule by 
which we relate to one another – honesty in communication – is not only liable to 
cause drastic harm, but is also robbed of its point. The point is not that people simply 
state the truth. Rather, the idea is that they should relate to one another as good faith 
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participants – each with their individual purposes and projects, to be sure, but also 
each committed to an ideal of decent interaction: a ‘kingdom of ends.’ If someone is 
resolved to use the information I give him for evil purposes, then following a rule that 
constitutes good faith interaction – and thereby helps to sustain a moral order – loses 
its point. In Schapiro’s terms, I may follow the letter of the moral law, and yet betray 
its spirit. 
Not every sort of wrongdoing puts us in this invidious position. People often trespass 
against one another without casting doubt on their commitment to decent interaction 
and without depriving one another’s good actions of their meaning. For example, 
friends can be more or less neglectful and even occasionally disloyal while still 
participating in friendship. We have familiar modes of (inter)action to deal with this – 
blame and reproach; setting the matter aside and hoping that our friend will see the 
error of her ways; perhaps also seeing our friend’s tendencies to do such things as the 
obverse of other personal qualities we appreciate. But if someone who I thought of as 
a friend really has betrayed that relationship, then such responses lose their point. 
Moreover, my attempts to behave as a friend take on a different meaning. At best, 
they represent an insistence that friendship is an important way of (in Kant-speak) 
bringing us closer to the kingdom of ends; at worst, they make me complicit in my 
own humiliation or exploitation. Either way, the meaning and nature of my actions 
has been changed by the other party’s non-participation. More generally, if someone 
is determined to betray the most basic norms of morality (for example, by murder), 
normally good actions can be corrupted – deprived of the uptake that is necessary if 
they are to realise the spirit. 
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What is the Kantian agent to do? Schapiro suggests the task is to find a ‘surrogate’ 
form of action, that honours the ideal of decent interaction.13 As she notes, if good 
actions can be corrupted, it is also true that normally immoral modes of action might 
be subverted (‘de-corrupted,’ so to speak). The defensive lie may be the best or only 
way to uphold the more minimal ideal of protecting people’s lives.14 At the same 
time, while the lesser of evils, it is an evil of sorts: we have sacrificed honest 
collaboration, something that belongs to the ideal we meant to uphold. This explains 
why someone should feel regret, although this may not amount to a sense of guilt or 
complicity. The person who searches for a surrogate form of action, outside of our 
everyday moral rules, has been placed in a difficult position, to say the least. Serious 
and even intractable problems of practical judgment arise because other people have 
let the actor down, not just in the practical sense of failing to do their parts, but also in 
the more abstract sense I want to emphasise: defining and upholding practices that 
realise ideals of decent interaction.15 
Schapiro’s argument therefore has important ramifications beyond the one-to-one 
case. This is easy to see in institutional contexts. One rule by which we constitute 
organisations and other forms of collective action is to divide responsibilities between 
people. In decent institutions, ‘doing my job’ is a way of upholding a normative 
structure. We thereby lend our moral support to a set of norms and roles, which 
enable people to participate in reciprocal arrangements that grant them certain powers, 
reward their contributions, and serve a worthwhile collective purpose. Even in decent 
organisations, however, just doing one’s job can degenerate into complicity when 
others betray their point and purpose. Depending on the case, there may be all sorts of 
ways to address such situations. I only want to note that we sometimes judge that 
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breaching one’s role may be the best a person can do, while failing to be ‘good 
enough.’ The whistle-blower, for example, has much to regret about the decision she 
makes – not just in terms of the risks and personal costs, but also in the painful tug of 
loyalties (to institution and colleagues on the one hand, to proper goals and 
professional ideals on the other).16 
I will consider how this point may extend to less structured, collective harm cases in 
the final part of this article. For the moment, let me underline the picture of action 
invoked here. Actions count as ways of participating in and upholding an ideal of 
human relations – a lived morality, as I put it in introduction. 17 In other words, they 
have a meaning and importance that goes beyond their actual or foreseen or likely 
effects. Each person’s actions are understood as contributions to a collective 
enterprise, of deciding how we should go on together. In some circumstances, things 
can be so out of joint that the normal meaning of an action is quite lost, or even 
twisted back on itself – doing what would normally count as my part in upholding 
decent interaction becomes an endorsement of serious wrongs or outright evil. 
Continuing to do one’s job may amount to participation in a now-corrupt 
organisation, for example, and there may be no straightforward way to uphold the 
ideals I am committed to. Others’ non-participation has severely limited the 
possibility of standing up for morality. 
II 
The other contributions I want to consider look at frameworks for collective action at 
the level of the state. I begin with Christine Korsgaard’s exploration of the problem of 
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rights in a state of nature, and draw on a discussion by Lucy Allais that makes more 
concrete how we can be implicated in wrong, despite our best efforts.18 Without just 
institutions, there may be no way for us to act rightly. In some cases, the charge of 
unavoidable complicity becomes intelligible. 
Korsgaard starts with the idea that we should think of a state of nature as a condition 
where people’s rights are imperfect.19 People have rights – at least what Kant calls 
‘innate rights’ to their own person. For Kant, a right implies a title to coercively 
enforce it. This implies, again at least, that I have a right to self-defence, hence to 
prevent someone who intends to injure me or otherwise threatens my bodily integrity. 
The problem is that each of us can only draw on our best judgment as to the other’s 
actions and intentions. Especially since we lack any assurance mechanisms, that 
means we may end up using defensive force against one another. In other words, my 
rights and your rights turn out not to be consistent with one another. So Kant 
concludes that rights are ‘provisional’ or ‘imperfect’ without a public authority to 
render them consistent.20 An impartial enforcing body must define the rights clearly 
and systematically, adjudicate cases of conflict, and address and redress breaches of 
rights. Only then are rights fully realised, or perfect.21 In the absence of a juridical 
state, there is often room for doubt as to what, exactly, my rights consist in. A person 
who attempts to defend her rights risks exercising unilateral force over others, while 
someone who abstains from doing so is liable to become subject to others’ wills. 
People are left without ways of relating to one another rightly. 
For Kant, this gives rise to an overarching duty to leave the state of nature – or in 
other words, to create a set of duties, roles and institutions to overcome this problem. 
However, this duty is unfulfillable by any one individual. Even if everyone were 
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individually determined to fulfil it, there would be intractable coordination problems. 
Formally, the goal may be clear; but it needs to be realised in practice, and no 
individual is in a position to specify how this will be done. So it will be a hard 
struggle, through authoritarianism or tribalism or conquest, before people actually 
create a functioning juridical state. In its absence, however, people cannot, as we 
sometimes say, do right for doing wrong. We might not be sure whether to count them 
as complicit – they are, after all, at once the persons who fail to impose a decent 
structure on their interaction and the ones who suffer from the lack of it. But they lack 
the channels by which to act rightly. 
The state of nature case is, of course, highly abstract. It does not readily translate to 
the collective harm examples, since these arise by virtue of legal rights to property 
and working institutions for economic activity. Here I turn to a recent paper by Lucy 
Allais, which shows how a structurally similar problem arises in the unjust state.22 We 
enter the civil condition in order to uphold not only rights to personal security, but 
also rights to possessions of various kinds, including shelter and means of subsistence. 
But Kant holds, I am sure correctly, that it would be essentially unjust for some 
people to have many possessions and for others to be entirely without the means to 
meet their basic needs. The point is not that this would be unfair, or reduce welfare 
compared to some imagined distribution. Rather, the risk of starvation, exposure and 
death makes some people systematically reliant on other private individuals for their 
survival. As Rousseau put it in The Social Contract, ‘no citizen shall ever be wealthy 
enough to buy another, and none poor enough to be forced to sell himself.’23 To 
prevent relations of dependence and domination, public institutions must uphold 
rights to subsistence.24 
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Now consider a civil condition where those rights are not effectively granted. Many 
persons are reduced to a condition of beggary and supplication if they are to live at 
all. In the first place, this leaves those persons with no way to act well: they must 
either starve or abase themselves before others, importuning them in public places.25 
More importantly for my argument, the well-intentioned person of means, who wants 
to and can help the beggar, also has no way of acting well. To refuse is to leave 
someone potentially exposed to his ruin. Yet whatever help the richer person gives 
will never amount to the beggar receiving what he is owed as a matter of right. Even 
if she were to imagine what the beggar might have received under a decent welfare 
state and give it to him on a regular basis, the richer person would still not be giving 
the beggar (never mind all of the beggars who do or might approach her) what he is 
actually entitled to: the ability to subsist independently of the (good) will of any 
particular person. As Allais comments, then, both giving and refusing to give are 
deeply problematic: ‘We are related to each other wrongfully, and, in the encounter, 
there is nothing we can do about this… feelings of guilt, discomfort, resentment, and 
helplessness may all be part of accurately registering the nature of the situation’ 
(2015: 769). Structural injustice makes it impossible for people to act rightly by one 
another. 
Once again, we have the thought that individual good intentions, or conscientious 
attempts to do the best we can, are simply not good enough. And for those who enjoy 
considerable wealth while others are indigent, it is easy to see how the charge of 
complicity arises. The richer person lacks a way to relate rightly to the beggar, but 
cannot step outside of the structures that sustain this injustice. Expressions of regret, 
charitable donations,26 even public protest: these are certainly better than forms of 
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denial and refusals to help. But they do not annul a person’s participation in systems 
that confer benefits on some and expose others to intolerable want and risk.27 Recall, 
moreover, the model of action that I noted in Schapiro and I also see as reflecting a 
deeper strand in Kant’s thought, with its call to realise morality in structures of 
interaction. By her mode of life as a member of the unjust society, involving myriad 
forms of collaboration with established institutions and practices, the richer person 
effectively helps to reproduce an unjust structure. Willingly or not, she lends it the 
moral support involved by participation in a given mode of interaction. 
III 
Kantian ethics locates the value of action in its maxim or principle, not in its likely or 
foreseen or actual causal impacts. This is easily taken as an ethics of individual 
integrity (let the murderer do what he will) or alternatively, and more plausibly to our 
ears, as a naïve ethics that may fall into complicity.28 I have been suggesting that 
Kant’s own discussion is too simple and betrays deeper insights available on his 
framework. I now want to suggest that these insights can make sense of the thought 
that we find ourselves unavoidably complicit in climate destabilisation. 
The deeper insights begin, I think, with the idea that action is more powerful than the 
consequentialist assumes. Action counts for more than its likely or foreseen or actual 
effects, because when we act well we cooperate with others to create and uphold a 
lived morality. Abstract ideals are given concrete form by our actual interaction. 
When we participate – as relatively privileged persons, more or less able to act on our 
own accounts, active beneficiaries rather than beggars or drudges or persons living 
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under terror29 – we uphold and support a lived morality. If we are fortunate, that 
morality instantiates valuable ideals. As I have been emphasising, it may also involve 
grave violations of them. 
On this view, the line between individual and collective action is less firm than it 
seems to common sense. On an everyday basis, we deliberate about individual 
decisions using familiar moral categories. Kant’s notion of a kingdom of ends 
highlights what we thereby take for granted. When we see our activity in moral 
terms,30 we imagine ourselves as participating with others to impose a normative 
structure on our interaction. Kant sometimes invites us to view this structure in terms 
of straightforward, universally binding rules – in the famous prohibitions on suicide 
and false promising in the Groundwork, as much as his essay about lying. Following 
Schapiro, I have suggested this is mistaken. To understand what we should do in any 
given situation, we need a much richer sense of the modes of (inter)action we are 
involved in or might be drawn into. Indeed, it is misleading to focus only on what to 
do in a particular situation, since there is a much broader question at stake: what sorts 
of lives should we be leading and what sort of world do those lives contribute to? 
Another way of putting the point would be to take Kant’s own book titles, and point 
out how many steps are involved in moving from ‘groundwork’ to ‘metaphysics’ to 
‘morality’ as an actual lived reality. Here, I have only gestured at the steps needed to 
build on this groundwork. But I have wanted to insist on their necessity and their 
creative aspects – the importance of people’s actually defining modes of interaction 
and cooperation that make morality concrete, that realise ideals of mutual respect and 
concern. I have also suggested that these steps involve a certain loss of innocence.31 
When we participate with others and give a concrete form to morality, we are bound 
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to rely on one another, in all sorts of ways. We rely on modes of interaction that we 
inherit from those who came before us. It will always be a matter of cooperation and 
it always involves compromises. Sometimes these fall into complicity. 
Schapiro shows that when others betray basic moral principles, otherwise obligatory 
forms of action can amount to complicity. It is easy to see how this can extend to 
institutional contexts – for instance, when the corruption of a formerly decent 
organisation means that fulfilling one’s role becomes questionable or even 
reprehensible. We can take this a step further, into the large-scale collective harm 
cases. For example, what looks like a reasonable commercial transaction becomes 
complicity in factory farming or sweatshop labour. But rather than specific deeds, I 
want to emphasise the ways of living (‘lifestyles’) that we find ourselves engaged in, 
since I think it is here that the charge of complicity really bites. Even after we have 
made all the choices that give shape to our individual lives, and even after we have 
done our best to avoid or challenge massive injustices like climate destabilisation – 
even then, pleas of non-responsibility ring hollow. We still find that opportunities for 
participating in social life, our ways of contributing to society as well as drawing on 
its benefits, depend on and contribute to these same injustices.32 We sustain ways of 
interacting that betray basic moral principles. However unwillingly, we lend them our 
moral support. 
The other side of Schapiro’s argument was that actions that are otherwise wrong can 
be subverted – that is, ‘corrupted’ in the opposite direction. As well as defensive 
deception, we might think of leaking or whistleblowing, and various forms of 
disruption or protest or civil disobedience. As noted, we may have good reason to 
regret such actions, and not only the situation we find ourselves in: robbed of social 
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and institutional support, moral action begins to slip from our grasp. Although 
Schapiro does not raise the possibility, we can well imagine cases where it seems 
really impossible to find an acceptable way of acting – all the options look like not-
quite-lesser evils. 
That is the scenario where people lack a functional state or live in a state where there 
is systematic injustice. People find themselves without a defensible way to relate to 
one another. In Lucy Allais’ example, wealthier people participate in social systems 
that make them the beneficiaries of injustice and leave them no way to do right by 
those in grave need. In one sense, it would be outrageous to describe them as 
powerless: the truly powerless are those who can only live or die by beggary. 
Depending on social and political conditions, richer people may be able to make 
charitable contributions or sign petitions or protest. Indeed, neither dire need nor 
naked coercion prevent them from dedicating their whole lives to opposing these 
wrongs. Still, even the most single-minded campaigner can only advocate changes: as 
a matter of social fact, she lacks the power to impose a new order; morally, she is 
obliged to seek others’ consent; conceptually, imagination cannot foresee the endless 
ramifications of any significant change, however detailed the proposals anyone 
makes. Regardless of individual good will and efforts to help or compensate or 
improve systems, then, richer persons continue to lead lives that effectively reproduce 
injustice. 
The large-scale collective harm examples have the same structure – with the further 
problem that those who are wronged cannot (or can hardly) speak for themselves. 
Animals cannot speak in voices we are willing to hear; the distant poor are distant and 
thoroughly disempowered; in the case of climate destabilisation, those who will suffer 
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the worst injustice have not been born. Again, we all feel the suspicion that we really 
are powerless to change or challenge these systems, corresponding to a perplexity as 
to whether anything we might do would really help. In some of the collective harm 
cases, such as factory farming or sweatshop labour, there may be ways of opting out: 
we are unlikely to make any difference as individuals, but at least we can vote with 
our feet and make a stand.33 In the case of climate destabilisation, I fear that even after 
our best attempts to minimise our contributions and to protest, most of us can neither 
opt out nor make a difference.34 In one sense, again, we are unable to alter our social 
systems and structures of collective action. But if we speak of powerlessness, let us 
also remember the participation and the privileges, as well as the brute, brutal 
powerlessness awaiting those who will simply inherit an unstable, inhospitable 
biosphere. Let us remember, too, that everyone who acts politically (at least, without 
mass support) could enter the same plea. However certain a person is that things must 
change, she can neither impose that change or be sure that her initiatives will actually 
make a difference for the better. 
Together, I think these ideas enable us to understand why we – by which I mean: 
conscientious, concerned citizens of contemporary Western societies – can reasonably 
make the charge of complicity in climate destabilisation, levelling it both at ourselves 
and at fellow citizens who prove less conscientious and concerned. By our 
participation in society, we may be doing all sorts of things to maintain and augment 
the cultural and institutional and moral stock to be inherited by those who come after 
us. I use this odd phrase, ‘moral stock,’ to underline one of the inheritances that 
matters most on this account: the creation of ways of acting together that enact valid 
principles and uphold worthy ideals, in the form of customs and organisational 
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structures and political systems. Unless we radically change how we live together, 
whatever is worthwhile in this moral stock will be imperilled, since we are also 
passing on a radically degraded world that spells impoverished, deracinated lives and 
savage deaths for billions of people. (We are so used to the word ‘unsustainable’ that 
it is hard to hear its implications.35) We find ourselves participating in – upholding, 
reproducing, bequeathing – ways of organising and living together that are radically 
unjust, not least because they are doomed to fail by virtue of sawing off the branches 
on which they sit. 
No doubt, this view is open to the charge of mere hand-wringing,36 or at least of 
ignoring important questions about responsibilities for political change. It might also 
be suspected of exculpating those who play a more active role in sustaining these 
systems. While I concede these dangers, I don’t think they undermine the basic point. 
The charge of complicity marks our situation as intolerable. It acknowledges that even 
our best attempts to act in good faith are not good enough. This is not to say that ‘in 
the night, all cats are grey.’ All of us must participate in our social systems, but there 
are degrees of power and complicity and support. So this account is perfectly 
compatible with making more emphatic accusations against some, and placing 
pressure on those with greater powers to intervene. Indeed, I am sure that it mandates 
both.37 But to make the charge of widespread, unavoidable complicity is to insist that 
we are in the dark, morally speaking. 
One might also object, from the other direction as it were, that if our involvement is 
really unavoidable, then the charge of complicity is inapt. ‘Ought implies can,’ say 
many modern philosophers;38 if an individual really cannot avoid participation and 
really cannot do anything to change these systems, then he is not blameworthy. My 
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argument that we may find ourselves implicated in wrong, regardless of all good 
intentions and efforts, rests on a particular interpretation of Kant’s thought. As such, it 
can hardly allay such doubts. But perhaps I can offer one further thought by way of 
reply, as to whether the concept of ‘blameworthiness’ is well-formed. Apart from the 
intractability of the notion of desert,39 it leaves open the questions: what sort of 
reproach or sanction or response? And by whom? On my account, the charge of 
complicity is primarily one that we must level against ourselves. It is not about 
punishing ourselves or others; it is not about discovering a yellow stain on our souls40; 
it is not about deciding which element of ‘guilt, discomfort, [or] resentment’ (Allais) 
is ultimately appropriate to our situation. As I noted in introduction, our standard 
ways of understanding and dealing with retrospective responsibility prove inadequate 
here. Instead, the charge of complicity marks a self-consciousness about the injustice 
of the morality we live by. We face a responsibility that we cannot take, because we 
do not know how to. Yet we can hardly doubt that we ought to. A civilisation that 
ruins the prospects of future human habitation has no title to the name. 
By accepting the charge of complicity, we take one step to overcoming it. As 
individuals, we may not be able to ‘make a difference’ in any sense that registers on 
the consequentialist scales. Nonetheless, we draw on our moral agency – the power 
that we grant one another when we see human activity as contributing to morality as a 
lived reality – to register our protest: that we find ourselves in a position where 
nothing that most of us can do counts as good or good enough. Even if all that is left 
to us are ‘mere words’ and fragmentary gestures and (thus far) barely effectual 
attempts to reimagine the social systems we rely on, we still register a willingness to 
take responsibility. We lay a small part of the groundwork for creating better 
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structures, even though these are bound to be hard to make out in advance of their 
realisation amongst us as stable forms of collective action. The charge of complicity is 
not mere hand-wringing. It is, rather, a refusal to wash our hands of the matter. 
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